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Abstract
The ability to realize truly three-dimensional electronic circuits is complicated if not impossible
using traditional fabrication techniques. Such techniques are limited to the use of two dimensional
printed circuit boards (PCBs), and require various dissonant processes which exhaust time, volume and
cost. Due to the nature of Additive Manufacturing (AM) such problems are diminished and in some
ways completely overcome. Additive Manufacturing allows for a higher range of design freedom along
conformal surfaces, as well as unit level customization; it is the threshold for embedded electronics,
allowing for three-dimensional circuitry in ways traditional fabrication is unfeasible. In such ways,
additive technologies provide for a diverse range of optimization toward space applications, such as
small satellites. Specific to this research is the CubeSat project, which is the use of small satellites to
provide for low cost fabrication, as well as shared launches. The purpose of UTEP’s collaboration with
the CubeSat project is to prove not only the successful integration of additive technologies for low cost
fabrication of small satellites but participate in the launch and prove the performance of such fabricated
devices in space research. The Additive technologies described within this thesis are both
Stereolithography and Fused Deposition Modeling. Also discussed are the Direct Print process used and
the conductive ink required to fabricate the conductive traces of circuitry. The fabrication process and
advantages of said technologies, as well as those of the materials required, are discussed in reference to
space applications. The following research incorporates an avant-garde approach to fabricating small
satellites, calling for the use of both additive technologies as well as Direct Print processes. Described
herein is the process for creating such structures, the advantages Additive and Direct Print technologies
offer toward the fabrication of said structures and the successful fabrication of a CubeSat module
section, set to launch in 2012.
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Chapter 1: Three Dimensional Electronics
1.1

Introduction
As technology evolves, smaller and more robust devices have become a great demand.

Components have been consistently reduced through micro packaging techniques; however, the device
itself is limited in size as the platform for these components is the conventional, two-dimensional circuit
through the use of PCBs. With the advancement to Additive Manufacturing, also known as Rapid
Prototyping or 3D Printing, this paradigm has matured to the possibility for arbitrary, conformal
structures. Further, this expansion is an entirely new approach to manufacturing. Rather than being
constrained to building a device in parts, Additive Manufacturing builds each device in a layer-by-layer
fashion with the substrate or circuit platform being the device structure. By eliminating the use of PCBs,
circuits can be designed along the surface of a conformal device reducing the volume and size of the
device, as well as optimizing the shape of the device for most efficient use.
Additive fabrication offers an immense range of design freedom when designing arbitrary, threedimensional structures. As discussed later in Chapter 2, the fabrication nature of Additive
Manufacturing allows for complete design freedom, with the only restriction being the physics
surrounding the structure of the device, i.e. angle of build, support of the foundation in terms of weight
and pressure, structural integrity on edges. Additive technologies enable the fabrication of a wide variety
of application design requirements including the optimization or most efficient use of volume within the
design constraints, which are not realizable through standard PCBs. The precision of structural detail
through Additive Manufacturing allows for press fit component cavities as well as the embedding of
circuit interconnects; taking into account the dielectric nature of the substrate this allows for the
potential to eliminate bridging. Devices fabricated through additive technologies also have the potential
to be tamper resistant through a number of possibilities; such an option is embedded electronics within
the structure of the device, making reverse engineering as complicated as possible considering the entire
structure and circuitry therein would be comprised.
Additive technologies make use of a broad scope of materials making this fabrication technique
more efficient in that various materials can be chosen to fit the needs of a specific device or application.
1

This possibility is specifically important to the research described within as the materials chosen must
meet specific space application requirements. The use of photo-polymers and thermoplastics is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
The most significant advantage in terms of manufacturing is the low cost of additive fabrication
as compared to alternative methods. Additive Manufacturing has the potential for unit level
customization, which extends to the possibility of prototyping a device and making immediate changes,
without the high cost of mass fabrication. Alternative methods of fabrication require tooling. This
includes any function from prototype molds and casts to the actual creation of the product. In regards to
Additive Manufacturing tooling is completely handled through software; design creation and any
changes are handled through software, and the equipment takes the three dimensional rendering and
builds the complete device eliminating the need for casts or molds.
The focus of the research described herein revolves around the fabrication of small satellites. The
ultimate goal of these satellites is to achieve low cost, low volume, unit level customizable satellites that
can be fabricated within days and launched immediately. Discussion is focused on these goals which can
all be uniquely achieved through Additive Manufacturing as well as the processes required for this
fabrication technique.
1.2

Research Objectives
The purpose of the research described herein is the fabrication of a CubeSat module,

incorporating the use of a sensor and microcontroller subsystem designed through the CubeFlow
methodology. Among the goals to achieve this purpose is the use of Additive Manufacturing processes,
namely, Stereolithography (SL), Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and the Direct Print (DP) process,
and their applicability towards space applications. Additionally, due to volume restrictions within the
CubeSat, a more apparent goal is the optimization of volume and its efficient use through conformal
structures.
The main challenges for this work include the qualification of materials used for fabrication for
space applications. This includes testing and assurance of the structural integrity and mechanical
strength of AM fabricated devices. The structure needs to be able to survive the rigors of both launch
2

and the mission. Circuit realization also plays a major role; the conductive material for interconnects as
well as the quality of the circuit need to be tested for performance.
This research focuses on the application of additive technologies not the technologies
themselves. Discussed herein are the design process, preparation and process instructions, and the final
demonstration of the CubeSat module. Initial space testing results on the outgassing and electrical
integrity of AM fabricated devices are described as well. The outcome of this research was to provide a
solution to low cost, unit level customizable CubeSats, in order to provide a gateway for UTEP and
other universities to participate in space research.
1.3

W.M. Keck Center For 3D Innovation
The W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation is situated within the University of Texas at El Paso

(UTEP) and among many research goals the overall focus is the use of novel additive technologies as a
solution space to various fields from Biomedical to Electrical Engineering. The center is currently under
the direction of Dr. Ryan B. Wicker and was established in part by the W.M. Keck Foundation grant.
Recently, the facility has expanded to occupy over 13,000 square feet, and has a unique integrated,
multidisciplinary work force making use of various departments outside engineering including but not
limited to biology and chemistry. Currently, the center has two main concentrations for research:
Biomedical Group:


Imaging, Modeling and Manufacturing



Cardiovascular Hemodynamics (experimental fluid mechanics)



Tissue engineering (polymer synthesis and cell cultures)

Functional Manufacturing Group:


3D Electronics



Functional Rapid Prototyping



Micro Fabrication



Advanced Materials



Rapid Tooling
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Research described herein was possible through equipment purchased through Grant Number
11804 from the W.M. Keck Foundation, a STARS Award from the University of Texas System, as well
as two separate equipment grants from Sandia National Laboratories. This research is based in part upon
work supported through the Mr. and Mrs. MacIntosh Murchison Chair I in Engineering, in addition to
research contract 504004 from Sandia National Laboratories in the Laboratory Directed Research and
Development (LDRD) program.
1.4

CubeSat Project
The CubeSat project began in 1999 through the collaboration of academia and industry, with

California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly) and Stanford as lead. It has become is a well-known
community of multidisciplinary researchers from the university and industry level who collaborate in
order to make low cost space research available to the masses. This is done through the fabrication of 10
cm cube satellites, or picosatellites, and shared launches. The program was meant to provide
encouragement to both academia and industry to push forward on space research. It encourages the
collaboration between these two groups by encouraging industry to promote technologies, which allow
for universities to expand on the fabrication and development of CubeSat. The program promotes
research rather than competition, allowing the community to grow together, learning from each other’s
research and collaborating on ideas. CubeSat exists among many programs whose sole focus is the
fabrication of small satellites. These programs are currently worldwide, and have recently garnered
much attention, especially from the categories of defense and university research. The ability to
participate in space research has encouraged universities to create entire programs dedicated to
aerospace engineering and with these programs give their students hands-on experience on the
requirements surrounding space missions including flight regulations, safety requirements and
fabrication. Defense research has shown interest as these small satellites invite opportunity for ondemand support for various purposes.
In regards to UTEP the CubeSat Project is their collaboration with COSMIAC and the University
of New Mexico (UNM), and is expected to design a CubeSat module set to launch in the fall of 2012.
COSMIAC (Configurable Space Microsystems Innovations and Applications Center) is based within
4

UNM and serves as a Tier-1 Research Center within the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering. The center’s principal initiatives are research and development, workforce development
and outreach, as well as to foster aerospace innovation through configurable technology through the
service of interests of government and industry.
1.5

Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized in order to provide a complete source for information regarding the

conception of the idea, process overview and the final demonstration. This research begins with an
examination of past accomplishments with similar research objectives (CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE
REVIEW), followed by the required preparation and thorough overview of the fabrication process used
for the final device (CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP). This leads into the description of the
actual device, its purpose and both its current and expected performance in testing and the final launch,
respectively (CHAPTER 4: CUBESAT). This research concludes with any outstanding remarks or
observations and ends with future work and possible enhancements for discussed fabrication
(CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK).

5

Chapter 2: Literature Review
Additive Manufacturing, also known as Rapid Prototyping, is a fairly senior process; however,
its application to solid freeform fabrication is a relatively young idea. SL is among the most popular of
AM processes especially in terms of integrated electronics. In research by Palmer [33], the use of
Additive Manufacturing integrated with DP was presented for the fabrication of three dimensional,
circuit intensive devices. This hybrid technology was further researched in Medina [26] and Lopes [23];
research centered on the integration of these two technologies through the use of three-dimensional
linear stages within a SL machine. A temperature sensor composed of a 555-timer circuit, with nine
other integrated components, was fabricated as a proof of concept device to prove functionality.
Navarette [28] expanded on this research discussing two main enhancements to the integration
techniques. First, Navarette described the optimization of volume as well as the optimization of
populated space along the surface of three-dimensional devices. The second enhancement was the use of
channels, or embedded interconnects where conductive material would be placed. This allowed for
significant advantages in the delineation of electrical lines and virtual elimination of electrical shorts
between interconnects; this also allowed for line spacing and width to be under the control of the SL
process precision and provided for clean circuitry, eliminating any spread of conductive material outside
of wanted traces. Discussed are three generations of a three-dimensional magnetic flux sensor,
incorporating the off-axis placement and circuit interconnects of the system. Integrated components
included a microprocessor, LEDs, three magnetic Hall Effect sensors, which were orthogonally placed,
and a DC connector. Each generation made more efficient use of available facets leading to the third
generation utilizing all facets of the device, creating three-dimensional circuitry through the use of
planar faces. The three generations of the magnetometer are seen in Figure 2.1 below. Also discussed
was a camouflaged rock, which took full advantage of additive capabilities through an intricately
detailed device of arbitrary form. The demonstration included radio frequency (RF) functionality
through antenna conductors, as well as, a PIC processor, and GPS.
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Figure 2.1: Three generations of magnetometer with increasing optimization of volume and space [28].
Periard [34] discussed the use of a 555-timer circuit similar to that discussed by Navarette, and
demonstrated the use of channels to ensure the isolation of conductive silicone traces within the
substrate. Proof of concept devices were created through the use of an open-source fabrication system
Fab@Home, a personal Solid Freeform Fabrication system with a Cartesian gantry which created
devices through layered and orthogonal planar surfaces. Fabrication was restricted to the horizontal
plane for this research, as channels built along the vertical plane were unsuccessful. Demonstrations
included a fully functional LED flashlight with completed embedded electronics and a simple electronic
children’s toy.
Similar to both Navarette’s and Periard’s research, the demonstrated devices were limited to
planar faces and did not make use of conformal surfaces or structures. Olivas [31] discussed the fourth
generation of the magnetic flux sensor researched by Navarette, taking full advantage of conformal
surfaces through the use of a singly curved structure. The magnetic flux sensor took a cylindrical shape
and incorporated the placement of components along the non-uniform exterior surface of the structure,
shown in Figure 2.2, below. The placement of the magnetic Hall Effect sensors provided for an
alternative means of sensing, while the use of a microprocessor and indication LEDs provided for both
the tracking and intensity measurements of magnetic fields. The device also improved from throughhole components to surface mount components. This research served as proof of concept for the
immediate advantages Additive Manufacturing offers over traditional fabrication. This included the
implementation of the conformal structure, as the fabrication of such a device through traditional means
7

would require mechanical connectors or other structural connectors in order to extend the sensor from
the original planar surfaces to their orthogonal orientation. This also extended to the optimization of
populated surface space, as the circuit covered both the conformal surface, as well as, the planar face of
the structure. Also discussed was a fully conformal helmet insert capable of detecting traumatic head
injury (THI), which was designed to conform to the inner curvature of an army helmet. As shown in
Figure 2.3, the structure was a doubly curved surface; embedded components included a three-axis
accelerometer and microcontroller with an integrated transmitter. The novelty of this design spanned not
only the truly conformal structure but also the use of a printed antenna capable of operating at radio
frequencies.

Figure 2.2: Fourth generation magnetometer exhibiting conformal electronics and all surface mount
components [31].

Figure 2.3: (Left) Conformal helmet insert demonstrating fully conformal electronics on a doubly curved
surface. (Right) Close-up of helmet insert circuitry [31].
8

Palmer [32] discussed advancement in the routing of Direct Printed electrical interconnects
within AM fabricated structures. This work was instrumental to work of Olivas, as well as, any
following research including this thesis, and provides the foundation for the integration of additive and
DP processes in the use of structural and conformal electronics. Church [6] expanded on this research
introducing advancements of dispensing techniques and their integration into AM fabricated structures.
The system described was the automated printing of precise lines with the capability of dispensing 25
micron lines at speeds up to 250 mm per second. The system was able to make use of both conductive
and dielectric materials, and most impressively this avant-garde approach to fabrication was able to print
along three-dimensional conformal surfaces. Figure 2.4 is a screenshot from a presentation video,
courtesy of nScrypt, showcasing the capabilities of the 3D printer through the printing of a USAF logo
on the wing of a fly. The on-going collaborative research incorporating this system extends to
advancements in routing density along conformal surfaces as well as integrated fabrication of threedimensional devices. The capacity of this system to incorporate both conductive and dielectric materials
also serves as a pathway to miniaturization of passive components such as capacitors, inductors and
resistors.

Figure 2.4: Micro-dispensing demonstrating conformal printing with USAF logo printed on the wing of
a fly, courtesy of nScrypt.
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Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) is a technique described by Arnold [3] providing for the
highly precise deposition of conductive materials. This work was two-dimensional and did not include
the use of AM fabricated structures; it did however discuss the possibility of fabricating batteries.
Demonstrated was a timing circuit similar to those previously described, which incorporated a bare
silicon die and unpackaged surface mount passive.
Recently, advancements in rapid prototyping have created a revolution in the fabrication of
devices and parts. In Schultz [38], Jeff DeGrange, Stratasys Vice President, explains the use of rapid
prototyping in commercial parts and its potential for growth in the aerospace industry. The thermoplastic
ULTEM 9085 is flame, smoke and toxicity rated. It was created for commercial aircraft use and used
extensively in industry; recently it has been used for Rapid Prototyped commercial aircraft parts. Figure
2.5 shows Rapid Prototyped toroid housings manufactured by Kelly Manufacturing. Rapid Prototyping
also offers the ability to include carbon or glass fillers to reinforce the thermoplastic, giving these types
of devices even more allure for aerospace devices. Many companies are also exploring Rapid
Prototyping for use of equipment and training aids, as well as creating customized interiors for aircraft.
This fabrication process opens up many avenues; the materials used can create lightweight aircraft of
arbitrary shape and can explore various designs that traditional fabrication is unable to realize.

Figure 2.5: Toroid housing created through Rapid Prototyping by Kelly Manufacturing [38].
Crockett [9] describes the potential use of FDM systems onboard spacecraft to provide
astronauts with on-demand replacement parts for long duration missions. The paper describes testing
performed at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in reduced gravity that showed the use of these
machines in space. Tests showed the performance of this process in reduced-gravity, as well as the build
of certain structures built without supporting features. The proof of concept devices included a
10

horizontal bar and a vertical bar, shown in Figure 2.6. The horizontal bar built with no errors, while the
vertical build experienced sag. This was determined to be caused by the lack of surface tension between
the bead and successive layer, due to environmental changes. Continued testing is to be completed on a
future mission in order to prove the test results in an actual space environment.

Figure 2.6: (Left) Horizontal bar build results. (Right) Vertical bar build results [9].
Also, discussed was the possible use of FDM machines onboard spacecraft. This called for
testing of the FDM machine in reduced gravity conditions. To do this, the team turned the FDM
machine on its side, and completed a build without support structures. As shown in Figure 2.7, below,
the test was successful; results served as proof of concept for FDM, showing conformal structures could
be built without supporting structures.

Figure 2.7: FDM build with machine on its side [9].
Cooper [7] extends on this research presenting those results for FDM fabricated materials stating
FDM had the highest success in preliminary testing. Work extends into the creation of a smaller FDM
machine meant to be installed within a Space Shuttle. Related work includes the use of Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS), an additive process incorporating the use of a high power laser and metal powder,
11

shown in Figure 2.8. The most intriguing application of this process is the use of lunar or Martian soil to
additively fabricate glass, including large lenses mirrors and bio-domes while on the surface of the
moon. A third additive process Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) which works through a fine spray
of metal powder into a moving focused laser is also discussed. This process would be used to fabricate
conformal, metal parts for repair or replacement of shuttle hardware.

Figure 2.8: LENS process during operation [7].
Past research extremely influential upon this thesis is the work on small satellites. Figure 2.9
shows a 3D rendering of populated CubeSat, courtesy of COSMIAC. Toorain [42] describes the
initiation of the CubeSat program, where the research focused on the process required for space flight
including the development of space crafts, launch regulations and requirements, and the operation of the
spacecraft. Research ensued on the CubeSat standard which provided developers with a simple standard
to follow when developing CubeSat satellites; this described the physical design requirements and
restrictions of the CubeSat payload and included the safety requirements the payload must meet in order
to participate on the launch. With this standard the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) was
developed in order to provide a standardized deployment system within which CubeSats could be
launched. Nugent [30] expands on this research; the paper describes the development of a CubeSat and
P-POD at Cal Poly and their participation in several launches.
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Figure 2.9: CubeSat Standard Design. 3D rendering courtesy of COSMIAC.
Lyke [24] describes the Space Plug-and-play Avionics (SPA) architecture which was developed
as a standard for CubeSat communication. The purpose of the paper was to provide a standard in order
to simplify the satellite assembly process and allow for satellites to be created on-demand within hours.
SPA is essentially control software which allows any device to connect, communicate and operate with
any CubeSat. This protocol has been implemented in a variety of satellite projects including TacSat3,
which had been operating over a year in orbit at the time the paper was written. This work extends to
encompass the standard for interfacing modules through ASIMs and explains the inner workings of SPA
networks and communication on CubeSat. This paper is paramount for any CubeSat developer and is a
vast realm of information to simplify communication within a CubeSat.
Kief [20] expands on this work explaining the workings of CubeFlow, a training environment for
satellite developers that allows for simple generation of software compliant with the SPA standard. The
program consists of three main phases (1) development of xTEDS, (2) development of ASIM interface,
(3) incorporation of device application for operation on CubeSat. Essentially the program is run through
a graphical user interface (GUI), which takes the user through a step-by-step process. It requires user
input on the description of the device and classification of purpose such as sensors or other data
requirements and outputs a standard SPA compliant program, which can be uploaded to the device. The
creation of this program has alleviated much stress surrounding the software and interface hardware
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needed to connect through the CubeSat standard. It allows for reduction of time and cost for both
training of a CubeSat standard and programming any device to be mission ready.
Small satellite programs have garnered attention worldwide. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, (DARPA) [46] has shown interest in small satellites in their establishment of the Space
Enabled Effects for Military Engagements (SeeMe) program. The main focus is to provide US warfighters on-demand access to tactical information through these space-based applications. The vision is
to be able to launch a satellite on demand and have the satellite join a predetermined base station. With
satellites in orbit, ground forces could activate and operate these satellites in order to obtain information
on their surrounding area or other required mission specific strategic information. The concept of this
research centers on both the low cost fabrication of satellites as well as their low cost launches. Various
universities have also expressed interest and are participating in the CubeSat project. Shiroma [40]
explains the use of the CubeSat project at the University of Hawaii to create a multidisciplinary,
undergraduate staff all working together to fabricate and participate in CubeSat. Dontchev [12] describes
the development of a picosatellite program at the University of Michigan’s Student Space Systems
Fabrication Laboratory (S3FL). The program focuses on the development of a picosatellite under
CubeSat standards, which is to provide 200 meter/pixel resolution color images of Earth and is expected
to participate in a shared CubeSat launch made possible through CalPoly. CanX [41] is a premier
Canadian satellite program established at the University of Toronto for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS)
Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) based on the CubeSat program. CanX is focused on providing space
research and development opportunities to Canada and revolves around the testing of new technologies,
validating advanced subsystems for future mission and participating in full on-orbit experiments. The
CanX-1 was launched in 2003 and encompassed four payloads, a CMOS imager, ARM7-based OnBoard Computer, Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiver and Active Magnetic Attitude Control
System.
Lin [22] describes the fabrication of the YAMSAT. The YAMSAT program is meant to keep
fabrication centered on Taiwan manufacturers and develop low cost satellites with quick turn-around
time to participate in space research. The Taiwan Amateur Satellite Association (TAMSAT) provides
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support for communication and equipment from the communication ground station. These satellites
focus on MEMS technology; they are built to be micro-spectrometers and measure the scattering of
sunlight from the atmosphere. Fong [14] expands on Lin and includes the fabrication of three
YAMSATs. The three satellites, shown in Figure 2.10, were created with different purposes, that being,
YAMSAT-1A focused on the use of local Taiwan manufactured technology and their performance on
the final mission, YAMSAT-1B was created as a backup for demonstration and YAMSAT-1C was
meant for amateur communication for end-to-end field tests to Taiwan ground communication stations.
The YAMSAT was built to CubeSat design specifications and was meant to deploy in the P-POD
created by CalPoly. The control system of the YAMSAT was similar to CubeSat and incorporates a
control and data handling subsystem, tracking, telemetry and command subsystem, electrical power
subsystem, and three subsystems to control flight, attitude and temperature. The payload of the satellite
was a micro-spectrometer used to research atmospheric conditions and measure solar energy and
sunlight scattering on the atmosphere. This satellite was also meant to be a proof of concept device to
showcase the MEMS technology and optical system used within the YAMSAT.

Figure 2.10: YamSat 1-A (Left) and 1B (Right) [14].
Although impressive these satellites have yet to incorporate rapid prototyping for fabrication.
Techniques for miniaturization revolve around traditional fabrication and off-the-shelf components.
Quincieu [36] explains a case study surrounding the rapid prototyping of high definition modular small
satellite structures through selective laser sintering. Structures were built with a standard bolt pattern
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called Orthogrid that allows for internal and external component configuration. The rapid prototyped
part was meant to serve as a prototype for mechanical fit check, ergonomics verification, and application
of design for manufacturing among others. It proved to be more valuable than expected and is one step
closer to using these AM fabricated devices in space. Success of this project included the 18 hour build
time for the entire structure as compared to the 40+ hours for the machined aluminum structure. Cost
was also minimized from $10,000 to $2,000.
Moore [27] describes the creation of the RApidprototyped Mems Propulsion And Radiation Test
Cubeflow Satellite (RAMPART CubeSat). Their research focused on the use of a rapid prototyping
system, namely laser sintering and metal plating, to create a “non-hazardous warm gas (resistojet)
propulsion system” which could be placed within a 1U or 2U CubeSat allowing researchers to be in
control of the orbit of their CubeSat mission rather than being subjected to stay within the orbit of the
launch vehicle. Laser sintering is a rapid prototyping process, which fabricates metal parts through a
high power laser and metal powder. By using rapid prototyping techniques these RAMPART CubeSats
can be fabricated quickly and inexpensively relative to traditional means. Figure 2.11 shows a 1U
CubeSat fabricated through AM means.

Figure 2.11: RAMPART prototypes fabricated through rapid prototyping [27].
Alexander [1] discusses test results obtained from the material used to fabricate the RAMPART
CubeSat. Carbon and glass fiber filler materials were tested, which were Windform-XT and Windform-
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LX-2, respectively; several cubes of different dimensions were tested under stress, pressure and
temperature. Currently RAMPART research is focused on reducing dimensional errors of printed
satellites, increasing the resolution of the rapid prototyping process, improvement of post processing
requirements for printed parts, and finding stronger materials that can be incorporated in the rapid
prototyping process. These goals are similar to those of UTEP for the SL and FDM processes. UTEP
also wants to expand on the use of metals and other materials in additive fabricated CubeSats in order to
begin research on the CubeSat Chassis and Deployer. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
EduSat [47] is one of four satellite project collaborations between Morehead State Space Science
Center, Kentucky Space and the University of Rome Sapienza Aerospace Engineering School. These
satellites are to be built in Rome and Morehead, and launched on the Russian Dnepr rocket. The more
intriguing aspect of this project in terms of rapid prototyping is the fabrication of MRFODs, Morehead
Roma Femtosatellite Orbital Deployers, shown in Figure 2.12 below. They were designed and fabricated
at Morehead State University and were to provide a reliable and configurable deployment system.

Figure 2.12: Interior view of MRFOD packaging [47].
The demonstration later discussed in this thesis was described in Kief [21]. The payload was to
be an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) fabricated through additive processes. The device was meant to
serve as proof of concept and expected to provide a module of low cost and low power, as well as,
showcase additive technologies and the advantages they provide including volumetric optimization,
conformal electronics, and low cost fabrication for electronics capable of withstanding the life of a
CubeSat mission.
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Other UTEP projects focused on space hardware include a device whose purpose was to
showcase the electrical quality of micro-dispensed circuits and the use of intricate circuitry within AM
fabricated devices. This project was known as “The Brick” and was funded under the Air Force
Research Laboratories (AFRL). The device focused on circuit performance rather than structural
conformity and was thus created as a planar, rectangular substrate. The circuitry contained a Spartan 3E
FPGA microcontroller with a TQFP 144 package whose pitch was 0.65 mm. The circuitry required the
use of discrete decoupling capacitors, inductors, voltage regulators and an off-chip clock generator. The
most impressive aspect of this project included not only the amount and diversity of components but the
extensive circuitry required to create the electrical connections as well. This can be seen in Figure 2.13
below. The leftmost figure showcases the resolution of the build; the cavity was 500 microns in width,
and the fins between each pin were only 150 microns in width. The rightmost picture is zoomed in at the
chip to show the cavities as well as the channels, eliminating any bridging between interconnects.

150 micron
500 micron
0.65 mm

Figure 2.13: “Brick” created under AFRL: (Left) cavities created for each pin of TQFP 144 package.
(Right) Inked interconnects displaying elimination of bridging through cavities and channels.
A proof of concept device was fabricated to show the usefulness of additive fabricated parts for
CubeSat satellites. The device is shown in Figure 2.14 below and included six separately fabricated
modules. The two modules located at the top and bottom of the satellite included an indentation along
the sides to allow for press-fit modules on each of the four sides. The main module, or bottom module,
was presented in Gutierrez [17], and included a simple, proof of concept circuit, which incorporated a TI
MSP430F2619 16-bit microcontroller, two external clock crystals and LEDs. The module incorporated
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circuitry along four orthogonal faces as well as the top face, and was meant to connect to the four other
modules through a standard four pin header.

Figure 2.14: (Left) Exploded view of proof of concept CubeSat. (Right) Assembled CubeSat.
A project whose specifications tested the creativity and workmanship of the UTEP team was a
signal conditioner created for a NASA project, shown in Figure 2.15. The purpose of this project was to
showcase the optimization of useable space within a device, while minimizing the device to its minimal
dimensions. The final device was fabricated through SL, using a translucent resin which gave the device
a more aesthetic appeal and showcased the connections embedded within the device. Final overall
dimensions for the device were .5’’ x .5’’ x .2’’, currently the smallest device created by UTEP for
structural electronics. The device included 58 components of varying package sizes including CMOS
operational amplifiers, various capacitors, resistors, diodes, and a surface mount coaxial connector. All
interconnects were fabricated through micro-dispensing using the nScrypt 3dn600 machine.

Figure 2.15: Signal conditioner pushing the design limits of AM fabricated electronics.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Set-up
The preprocessing required for both SL and FDM are identical and are thus explained in unison
through the first two sections of this chapter. 3.1 CAD PROCESS describes the creation of a threedimensional rendering of the structure to be built. 3.2 PREPARATION PROCESS describes the creation
of the STL file required in both processes, which is the sliced rendering of the structure. Also discussed
are any parameters that must be verified before the build can begin. Section 3.3 BUILDING PROCESS
and subsections therein describe the two additive processes individually, while 3.4 PROCESS
HARDWARE describes any hardware required for performance of said processes. The final sections of
this chapter, discuss the materials used in the two additive processes and the conductive material used to
create the conductive interconnects within the device.
3.1

CAD Process
The additive processes discussed herein require the three-dimensional rendering of the structure

through solid modeling CAD software. Said software has the ability to create a true three-dimensional
representation of the structure, including intricate details such as component cavities, both within the
structure and along the surface. The CAD software used to complete this research was SolidWorks 2010
Student Edition (Dassault Systèmes, Concord, MA). For an intricate look into the CAD process see
Olivas [31]. Discussed here is a general overview of the CAD process and later in Chapter 4 the CAD
process needed to design the CubeSat module of interest.
To begin, the unit system desired should be chosen; in regards to the device demonstrated herein
the unit of measurement chosen was millimeters. Generally, design begins with the statement of overall
device dimensions. This is done through the creation of an initial overall shape of the device. This shape
is simply the foundation upon which design can begin and is completely arbitrary. With an initial basis,
the shape can then be manipulated through cuts or extrusions to conform to the final shape. From here,
the designer can begin placing components and circuitry. This is the most challenging step of the
process. Currently, there exist no programs that automatically place and route circuitry along threedimensional devices. Programs such as ARES are capable of routing planar circuits, and can be useful in
most three-dimensional designs, as the two-dimensional circuitry can be projected onto the surface of
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the device. For the “Brick” project mentioned in Chapter 2, routing was completed in this way. Figure
3.1 below shows the two-dimensional routing of circuitry in the program ARES (leftmost picture), and
its direct use to complete circuitry along the surface of the substrate (rightmost picture).

Figure 3.1: (Left) ARES output of automatic routing. (Right) Final Device with projected circuitry.
In some cases, however, it is up to the designer to investigate the best placement of components
and interconnects in order to optimize space or in some cases provide the best placement in order for the
circuit to function at maximum quality. For the fourth generation magnetometer discussed in Chapter 2,
there was no way of completing automatic routing along the surface of the cylindrical substrate. To
complete this device the specific placement of sensors along the surface was paramount. Once the
sensors were placed in optimum positions, the interconnects were mapped by hand.
The last step includes extruding press-fit cavities for the components; the dimensions for these
cavities should be based off the datasheet. The cavity should be created at least one tenth of a millimeter
larger than the package dimensions, this to allow the component to be inserted without compromising
the cavity walls. The depth of the cavity should be at least one half of a millimeter larger in order to
have the component completely embedded within the surface, as well as to allow room for resin to be
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placed during installation to secure the component within the cavity. Finally, if interconnects are to be
embedded, the channels can be cut from the device. These channels are created to protect the
interconnects and in most cases need not be larger than 0.5 millimeters in width and 0.3 millimeters in
depth.
With the rendering complete, the file must be converted to an STL file. This translates the
rendering into a three dimensional model with surfaces approximated by normal triangular planes, which
are recognizable to both the SL and FDM machines described below. The STL file is a high-resolution
tessellation of triangular surfaces, which approximate the curvature of any surface, even those embedded
details, of the model. Three vertices on the right-handed x-y-z coordinate system with no adjacent faces
intersecting one another define the triangular surfaces. Although the STL is a high resolution
approximation, it is an approximation nonetheless, meaning certain physical extremes, such as severely
curved surfaces, may not be precisely resolved and should be verified and solved before the build
process. This can be done by altering the shape of the device or refining the parameters of the STL file
so that the approximation is much more precise by increasing the number of triangular faces used to
approximate the surface.

Figure 3.2: (Left) Sample final device rendering showcasing fully conformal curved surface. (Middle)
.STL generation of device showcasing triangular approximation. (Right) .STL solid
rendering.
In Figure 3.2, note the smoothness of the curved surface in the final device rendering; the .STL
rendering surface is approximated, thus more rigid as shown in the rightmost picture. Because the curve
is approximated by triangles, the resulting curve is thousands of planar faced triangles tangent to the
curve resulting in a more coarse surface.
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3.2

Preparation Process
Several considerations must take place before the actual build process can begin. These are

described below, and if not performed, or completed incorrectly, can result in dimensional offset, offset
between consecutive layers or incorrect surface shape. (1) The .STL file should be validated to ensure
there are no physical inaccuracies such as gaps or inconsistent normal; however such validation is
usually completed by the program analyzing the STL file. (2) Physical design features should be
considered. The overall dimensions should fit well within the dimensions of the process building area.
Any devices with curved, angled or detailed foundations must be given the correct support structure.
These supports must be built in order to prevent the structure from moving during the build, as well as,
supporting any features that may fail during the build including angled walls, curved surfaces, or details
along the vertical axis that may not be properly supported during the build. Figure 3.3 illustrates several
devices whose conformal surfaces require the use of support structures. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the
proper use of support structures for a sample conformal structure.

Figure 3.3: Sample devices whose foundations require supports.

Figure 3.4: Sample device with supports.
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If possible, those surfaces with the most intricate details should face parallel to x-y plane, either
on the top or the bottom of the built structure. (3) Once the structure has been verified and is ready to be
built, the .STL must be sliced, or converted into a format readable by the SL and FDM machines. This
file conversion contains four output files: vector file (.V), range file (.R), layer file (.L) and build
parameter file (.PRM). (4) Finally, any build parameters required by the machine should be set to ensure
a proper build.
3.3

Building Process

3.3.1

Stereolithography Process
The SLA™ 250/50 manufactured by 3D Systems® is the SL machine which was utilized for this

research. The SLA™ 250/50 is an Additive Manufacturing technology capable of building arbitrary,
three dimensional, conformal structures while maintain a high resolution for precise details, regardless
of shape orientation.
Once the source files have been prepared and read into the machine, the SLA™ 250/50 must be
prepared for building. The build elevator, which controls the vertical movement of the vat, must be
configured to a predefined start position. The resin level within the vat is then measured to ensure proper
height measurement for building. This section of the process is automated, informing the user if the resin
level is too low or too high to be automatically adjusted and requires the manual addition or reduction of
resin. With the resin precisely adjusted the actual build process can commence.
The SL process makes use of an ultraviolet (UV) light and a photo-curable polymer used in
conjunction to build structures in a layer-by-layer fashion. The machine holds a vat of the photo-curable
polymer; the high intensity UV laser controlled by an optical system then scans the surface of the
photopolymer (resin) and hardens the current layer of the structure based on the rendering provided from
computer aided design (CAD) software. The top layer of resin, which solidifies, can be between .
to .

2”

6”, with any successive layer adhering to the immediately preceding layer. Once a single layer is

completed the vat of resin is lowered in order to cover the current layer with a new layer of resin. The
surface is then recoated as a Zephyr™ blade swipes the surface, ensuring consistent layer thickness. This
process is repeated until the device is completed.
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This process begins by building the support structure for the device. Devices with a planar
bottom can be built using the Mylar process; here, instead of a support structure the device is built upon
a layer of transparency, which can be taken off once the build completes. Once the process completes
the entire structure is raised above the surface of the vat, allowing excess resin to drain from the device.
Post processing requires the part be placed in a chemical bath composed of Dipropylene Glycol
(Normal) Propyl Ether (DPnP) solvent. This bath softens any remaining uncured resin and weakens any
support structures. The part can then be rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and cleaned with a soft bristle
brush. Lastly, the part must be placed in a UV oven for approximately 20 minutes, once right side up
and a second time on its opposite face. This post-curing of each side is performed to allow consistent
exposure through the entire device. The time per side in the UV oven varies slightly depending on the
type of resin used.
3.3.2

Fused Deposition Modeling Process
FDM incorporates the use of thermoplastics heated to a semi-molten state and extruded through a

heated nozzle. In contrast to the SL, FDM has significantly less resolution in regards to layer thickness.
It is valuable to note, thermoplastics are much stronger than photopolymers. In choosing between SL
and FDM one must consider which attribute, resolution or strength, is more significant for the device.
To begin, the source files must have been prepared and read into the control computer, and the
machine must then be prepared for building. All that is needed is the loading of the thermoplastic to be
used. The platform Z height is set by the user through the calibration GUI on the control system. After
placing a new build sheet into the chamber, the GUI guides the user though steps needed to set the
nozzle height and ensure the initial layer correctly adheres to the build sheet. The machine automatically
feeds the material into the nozzle and brings the platform and print nozzle to the calibrated start position.
The machine will then heat the building chamber and material to correct operating temperature to begin
building. In comparison to SL, FDM is much less wasteful. Only the necessary material is extruded and
used, while the resin in SL may be wasted due to the nature of the process.
Two materials, the thermoplastic and the support material, are heated within the nozzle chamber
to a semi-molten state. The required material is then deposited a single layer at a time, extruding the
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molten plastic in the form of the two dimensional profiles of the structure, with successive layers
bonding to their immediate predecessors. The process chamber is temperature controlled to ensure the
molten plastic quickly solidifies once extruded. The platform or stage then moves down the specified
layer height and the entire process is repeated. The building process begins with any support structures
also built in a layer-by-layer fashion, proceeding with the construction of the device in the same manner.
Once completed FDM requires minimal post processing, that being the simple removal of the support
structures. Depending on the type of support material used supports can be manually broken off with a
sharp edge tool, or if WaterWorks™ soluble support material is used the structure simply needs to sit in
the solvent bath until the supports dissolve. FDM post-processing could include a chemical bath or
finishing to smooth the exterior surfaces; however, this is not required and for many structures is not
needed.
3.4

Process Hardware

3.4.1

Stereolithography Hardware
The SLA™ 250/50 machine described previously contains the following main hardware

elements: control system, laser and optics system, processing chamber, and recoater subsystem. The
control system operates under MS-DOS, managing laser power and scanning, communication, elevator
positioning and building chamber temperature. See Illustration 3.1 for an illustrated description of SL
hardware.
For SL an ultra violet laser scans each slice, or layer, of the device, solidifying the crosssectional pattern into the resin. The amount of UV penetration into the resin is paramount. Too little
penetration is insufficient to cure through the entire layer and can lead to layer shifting or peeling during
the process causing the part to fail. The depth of penetration must be enough to cure through at least the
maximum layer thickness in order to develop strong layer to layer bonding. The strength of successive
layer bonding directly affects the strength of the overall device.
The optical system consists of a beam expander, turning mirrors and dynamic mirrors. The
purpose of the beam expander is to increase the laser beam’s power density as well as focus the laser to
a smaller beam. The focusing of the laser is crucial as the smaller the beam the higher detail resolution
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allowing for more intricately detailed parts. The turning mirrors are coated for high reflectivity and serve
to direct the laser beam to both the beam expander and dynamic mirrors. The dynamic mirrors are
likewise coated for high reflectivity and direct the laser within the process chamber, controlling the
movement during cross-sectional scanning [29].
The processing chamber encloses the build area and vat containing the photopolymer. Within
this chamber an elevator and carriage assembly form the z-stage. These control the vertical positioning
of a vat capable of housing 8.5 gallons of resin. The SLA™ 250/50 makes use of a Helium Neon laser
level sensor to accurately measure the resin level height in regards to the building platform. This laser is
used in conjunction with a hoist to automatically adjust the vat position to maintain an adequate resin
level. In order to accurately control the scan velocity and dynamic drift of the mirrors, two UV sensitive
detectors are placed to manage power measurement and laser profiling. The access door of the chamber
is UV coated, this serves to protect both the user from UV radiation as well as protect the polymer and
structure from external UV exposure.
The SLA™ 25 /5 utilizes a Zephyr™ recoating system, which consists of a Zephyr™ blade
mounted along a rail system. Between the building of consecutive layers, the vat is lowered vertically by
a distance equal to the layer height. The blade then advances twice across the surface. This step of the
process is imperative as the first sweep coats the current layer with resin, filling any voids. The second
sweep removes excess resin adjusting to the correct layer thickness. Minimum recommended layer
thickness for the SLA™25 /5 is .

4” [49].
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Illustration 3.1: SL Hardware [55].
3.4.2

Fused Deposition Modeling Hardware
FDM machines contain the following main hardware elements: control system, nozzle head,

platform stages and processing chamber. The control system is paramount as it manages the feeding of
the thermoplastic filament through the nozzle head, the movement of the nozzle head and z-stage
platform, and the temperatures of both the building chamber and nozzle head. See Illustration 3.2 for an
illustrated description of the FDM hardware.
The nozzle head is the principle set of hardware in this machine. Two separate filaments are fed
through a heating element within the nozzle head to a semi-molten state. The heating element
temperature is user set to the required temperature specific to different materials. Once the material is
heated sufficiently for extrusion it is fed through the nozzle and deposited. The nozzle head moves in the
x and y directions, extruding material following the cross-sectional slices of the structure. The z-stage
platform controls movement in the vertical axis, precisely controlling the thickness of each layer.
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The processing chamber houses the nozzle head and z-stage, providing sufficient area to build
the structure. The processing chamber build areas are specific to each machine. The most critical aspect
of the processing chamber is temperature control, which is required to maintain a constant temperature
sufficient to allow the material to bond to the previous layer and quickly solidify.

Illustration 3.2: FDM Hardware [56].
3.5

Additive Manufacturing Materials
The focus of this project centers on the potential of AM fabricated devices for space applications.

The materials used in this process are important as their performance in space must be qualified to
ensure not only the safety of AM devices, but the safety of surrounding technology as well. For AM
processes there exist various polymers and thermoplastics for use. For this project the polymer chosen
was Prototherm™ 1212 , a translucent, red polymer. Polymers are not known for their strength; their
most important trait is their use in the SL process with an impressive resolution up to .
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2”.

The thermoplastics of choice included five different samples, namely, ABS, ABS-M30, PC, PCABS, and ULTEM. Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is one of the most used thermoplastics in
industry, as well as for AM devices. ABS-M30 is an upgrade from ABS, and can be up to 70% stronger
in tensile, impact, flexural and layer bond strength. Polycarbonate (PC) is the most widely used
thermoplastic and is known for its inherent durability, high tensile strength, various mechanical
properties, and heat resistance. PC-ABS is a combination of PC and ABS and embodies the best
properties of each material. It is listed with highest impact strength, heat resistance and various
impressive mechanical properties. ULTEM is known for having the highest tensile and flexural strength
and is a FST (flame, smoke, toxicity) certified thermoplastic. Among the thermoplastics, ULTEM offers
the lowest precision on layer thickness at 0.25mm. Thermoplastic characteristics were taken from
Fischer [13].
In choosing among polymers and thermoplastics, the designer must keep in mind which
attributes are most important. Polymers offer translucent material for aesthetic appeal, and can achieve
the best precision in layer thickness. Thermoplastics offer the best strength in all areas and they are more
inert meaning their performance with other materials is less reactive. However, thermoplastics are
currently the lowest in layer resolution.
3.6

Conductive Ink
Traditionally, interconnects were created through the use of copper embedded PCBs, requiring

etching or a like process, or conductive wiring, which may increase the required space of a device.
Micro-dispensing takes an alternative look at electrical interfacing between components, and provides a
fabrication technique that is not only clean and fast, but can conform to most surfaces. Micro-dispensing
is a novel technology which can dispense a variety of materials. Most importantly for this research,
Micro-dispensing is capable of dispensing conductive materials in an arbitrary fashion. The material
used in this research was the conductive ink Ercon 1660-136 (Ercon, Wareham, MA). This ink has a
surface resistivity of 0.010 Ω/mil and was the focus of research in Roberson [37] where in comparison
to other conductive inks was found to have the lowest average resistivity after thermal cure. Although
the ink becomes conductive at room temperature, in order to achieve optimal conductivity the material
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should be cured at 138 °C for 30 minutes; this is essential to properly remove the polymer binder,
originally needed to host the conductive particles, and allow those particles to contact for optimal
conductivity.
Micro-dispensing is an important process and alleviates much of the stress when creating
interconnections for circuitry. However, in many cases, including the research herein, conductive traces
can be created by hand. An example of manually laid traces is shown in Figure 3.5, below. In these
cases, the use of channels is critical as they not only allow the researcher to create uniform traces, but
also keeps the conductive ink from dispersing providing for clean interconnects. For these purposes, 30
gauge Nordson EFD (Nordson Corporation, Westlake, OH) dispensing tips were used. Through the use
of the syringe and EFD tip, ink could be dispensed into the channels. With the outer diameter of the tip
needle being 300 microns, the dimensions used to create the channels, as mentioned in Section 3.1 CAD
Process, can be created to match this small diameter. Although done by hand, the use of this EFD tip and
channels allows for clean, aesthetically pleasing circuitry.

Figure 3.5: Final device with manually dispensed ink into channels.
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Chapter 4: CubeSat
The CubeSat project as mentioned in Section 1.4 is a collaboration between UTEP, COSMIAC
and UNM. UTEP’s participation is focused on showcasing the advantages Additive Manufacturing can
offer towards the fabrication of small satellites. These advantages include the optimization of turnaround time for fabrication, as the goal is to fabricate these devices from conception to the final design
within a single day. Although this time limit seems extreme, it can be feasible through Additive
Manufacturing given the proper optimization of the design process. Alongside, the ability to provide low
cost, unit level customizable satellites is given through the nature of AM fabricated devices. In order to
fully prove these advantages, the AM process and materials for fabrication must be tested and qualified
for space flight. The devices created through AM must also then be tested in an actual launch to serve as
proof for structural integrity, electrical integrity and compliance to space flight regulations. To do this,
UTEP and their collaborators have created a section of a module, shown in Figure 4.1, which is to
participate in a launch in 2012. Substrates of varying AM materials and a passive circuit fabricated
through AM processes were sent for initial qualification testing. The results and design of the final
device are described in the following sections.

Figure 4.1: Final CubeSat module rendering containing separate sections created by UNM and UTEP.
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4.1

Space Flight Testing Requirements
To ensure the safety and proper operation of devices and payloads while on missions, guidelines

for space qualification must be specified. These requirements are an extremely rigorous and thorough
process for NASA; each mission has different specifications including the types of space vehicle,
environmental tolerance in regards to surrounding technology, and overall purpose and duration of the
mission. Qualification includes but is not limited to electrical life, structural and mechanical integrity,
electromagnetic compatibility and thermal-vacuum testing. In regards to CubeSat, these tests are much
less meticulous, but there is still some standard to which these devices must qualify. In terms of AM
fabricated parts, testing for outgassing, electrical tolerance, and structural and mechanical integrity are
the first obstacle to overcome. Outgassing from the various materials used in the fabrication process
including the substrate material and the conductive ink must be qualified to ensure no damage can come
to other elements within the spacecraft. Electrical tolerance testing focuses on the performance of the
conductive ink and the effects that may come from vacuum exposure. Structural and mechanical
integrity is also among the most important as the workmanship of these integrated electronic devices has
not been thoroughly tested in space applications. Both the results from testing, discussed later in this
chapter, and the results of the final launch in the future will yield much information on the potential of
AM fabricated devices for space applications.
4.2

CubeSat Project and UTEP
The following sections describe the design of the CubeSat module created for AM fabrication.

This section of the module was developed by the UTEP team, and was created according to the SPA
architecture and CubeSat module design specifications. Discussion includes the steps of the CAD
process taken to create the three dimensional rendering, the process followed to create the software
needed for the module to connect and communicate with the rest of the CubeSat, and testing results from
initial outgas testing completed in 2011.
4.2.1

Circuit Design
The circuit for the UTEP module section included two main parts: an ASIM for communication,

gyroscope with on-board temperature sensor. The temperature sensor was incorporated in order to allow
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the potential for on-board temperature compensation to ensure correct readings from the gyroscope.
ASIM, Applique Sensor Interface Modules, contain circuitry and memory storage for any device
to interface to the SPA standard in order to simplify the communication between CubeSat control
modules and connected devices [24]. Although not required they allow for a simple interface standard,
and reduce time and stress to follow SPA protocol. This interface controls the power, I/O and
synchronization signals to the device. For SPA-1 this is done through I2C and CubeFlow. Illustration 4.1
describes the inner-workings of these ASIM devices.

Illustration 4.1: ASIM standard connection for SPA ready devices [24].
In regards to the UTEP module section the ASIM is represented through the AT90USB1287
microcontroller. This Atmel microcontroller is an 8-bit USB controller and for the purposes of this
project was used to communicate to the CubeSat (1) for self-discovery and (2) to direct the output data
expected from the onboard sensors. This section of the circuit called for connections to the pins
corresponding to I2C data communication, power, and two input pins for an external oscillator to
synchronize signals. The SDA and SCL pins each required pull-up resistors, a decoupling capacitor was
connected in series to the input power port, and two capacitors were required on each of the pins to the
external oscillator. The reset pin was connected as well through a switch and pull-up resistor for
debugging purposes.
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Figure 4.2: Gyroscope suggested circuit.
The gyroscope chosen was the InvenSense Integrated Dual-Axis Gyro (IDG-500), which is a
dual-axis gyro with two independent vibratory MEMS gyros and an integrated temperature sensor.
When exposed to angular rate, the Coriolis Effect causes vibrations detected through a capacitive pickoff. The output signal is then amplified, demodulated and filtered, producing the corresponding,
proportional analog voltage [48]. The suggested circuit shown in Figure 4.2 above called for external
capacitors to be placed at specific outputs, and a low-pass RC filter be placed at the input voltage in
order to ensure the rise time be below 20 ms. The gyroscope output was connected to an Analog-toDigital Converter port. The entire schematic for the UTEP module can be found in Appendix A.
4.2.2

CAD Design
The CubeSat module created for this research focuses on the possible space applications and is to

serve as proof of concept for both structural and mechanical integrity as well as electrical integrity
throughout the mission. With this in mind, the module was created with traditional CubeSat design
specifications and is a planar device containing embedded circuitry.
To begin the CAD design process, a solid rectangular structure was created to provide the
foundation from which the module was created. This step is shown in Figure 4.3 below and required an
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initial sketch of the rectangular structure, with dimensions chosen to fit within module standards, that
being 48mm x 90mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Creation of base sketch. (b) Extrusion to create foundational structure.
From here cuts were made in order to create the correct form factor for the module. These cuts
included two rectangular cuts and two circular extruded cuts. All these cuts were made by creating their
sketch on the surface where they were to be cut and using the extruded cut option to create the feature.
This is shown in Figure 4.4 below:

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Form factor adjustment sketch. (b) Extruded cuts to create CubeSat module form factor.
With the final form factor rendered, the designer was able to optimize the available space for any
embedded components and interconnects. As mentioned previously, there is currently no program which
is capable of providing automated routing of electrical circuitry on three dimensional devices. However,
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the device of interest in this thesis exists on a planar substrate. Because of this, much of the stress of
routing the interconnects was alleviated through the use of the software ARES. This software outputs an
image of the package placement and the auto-routed traces. This image can be outputted as a .dxf, which
contains only line segments outlining the placement of components and lining the routed interconnects.
This file was imported into Solidworks allowing the designer to project the image onto the surface, and
place the components in their corresponding positions. This step was extermely helpful, as the routing of
interconnects required intensive manual labor in discovering space to place those channels and
interpreting the best placement. With the projection in place, however, most of the work for placement is
completed. From here cavities for press-fit embedded componetnts, and any corrections or adjustments
needed to place interconnects was done.
Embedding components begins with a sketch of the package, shown in Figure 4.5. The
dimensions should be taken from the component datasheet and increased by at least 0.10 mm; this is to
ensure the integrity of the cavity walls during installation as well as provide extra space for resin in
order to secure the components in place. The substrate itself is built using materials with dielectric
properties. This is crucial as cavities for each pin of a device can be created; allowing for a dielectric
cavity that completely encompasses each pin virtually eliminating the possibility of bridging between
pins.

Figure 4.5: Package sketch for ATUSB1287.
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Once the sketch is complete the cavity can be extruded cut from the device. The cavity depth
should be at least 0.5 mm greater than the depth of the package whose dimension can also be found on
the datasheet. This is to ensure the component is fully embedded within the device. Figure 4.6 shows the
rendering of the device with components extruded cut from the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) AT90USB1287 cavity extruded cut. (b) All extruded cuts for required components.
The circuitry can be extruded cut from the surface. The interconnects when imported from a .dxf
are single line segments outlining the route of connections. These lines need to be offset on each side
creating the outer walls of the channel cavity. Extruded cuts require completely enclosed sketches,
meaning these two lines need to be connected at the ends. This can be done through a simple line
segment or an arc. Once the channel walls are enclosed they can then be extruded cut from the surface,
see Figure 4.7. Referencing the measurements of the syringe needle used in this research the channels
were created with a width of 0.5 mm, 0.25 offset from the .dxf line segments, and a depth of 0.3 mm.
This allowed enough space for the syringe to fit just within the channel as well as created a protective
cavity for the dispensed interconnects. In the figure below, the dashed lines are the output from the .dxf
files while the solid lines are the offset lines and their enclosed connections.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Channel construction within a sketch. (b) The resulting channels once extruded cut.
In order to complete the circuitry, many of the interconnections required placement that
overlapped other interconnections. These connections were completely embedded within the surface of
the substrate in order to facilitate routing around other connections. This was best achieved through the
smallest possible pathways. Embedded archways are best as the curvature allowed for the best flow of
ink through the embedded channel. These were created through the use of a sketch including a circle for
the opening of the channel and a reference line where the circle could be revolved cut through the
surface. This is illustrated in the figures below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) The required sketch for revolved cut. (b) Section view through the material to emphasize
the embedded nature of the archway.
The embossed serpentine at the back of the module was meant to host ink in order to serve as a
resistor. The construction of this serpentine was done through a similar process as performed for the
channels. The pattern for the serpentine was created through line segments, offset and enclosed, and
extruded cut into the surface.
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The final step in creating this device was the creation of fillets. These fillets are aesthetically
pleasing on any outside edges of the device, however, are crucial at any edge of an interconnect in order
to prevent open circuits. The sharp edges are resistant to being fully coated with silver particles, the
curvature of the fillet allows for smooth transition, thus a smooth surface for particles to lay and interact.
Such edges are found in vias or archways used to connect to fully embedded interconnect channels.
Fillets can be automatically generated at any

edge or surface edge, as shown in the figures below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: (a) Automatic generation of fillets at

edges. (b) Final form of fillet feature.

The final design is shown in Figure 4.10. The top of the device housed the circuitry described
previously, while the bottom contained the embedded serpentine.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Final device with interconnect channels embedded (Top View). (b) Final device
serpentine channel embedded (Bottom View).
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4.2.3

Software Design
The Space Dynamics Laboratory of Utah State University developed a software generator in

order to facilitate a standard for customizable CubeSat software generation. The CubeSat is run on
Space Plug-and-play Architecture (SPA), which controls the hardware, software and protocols required
for CubeSat function, see Lyke [24] for a more in-depth understanding. SPA is meant to be a control
system that allows for simple “plug and play” meaning you can connect any device to the CubeSat and
control it through this standard. There are currently four tiers of standard SPA interfaces which provide
power, command and data network connection and operating synchronization from the command
module to any device [24]. SPA-U is similar to USB in physical layer and protocol; however SPA-U
requires extra power ports and synchronization signals. SPA-S is based on a higher-performance
spacewire standard, and SPA-O is for devices requiring optical interconnect. SPA-1 is a simple interface
and requires the lowest power and lowest bandwidth for this data transfer protocol. SPA-1 is the focus
here as it is the interface used for the CubeSat module described in this thesis.
SPA-1 can be explained in three steps. It begins with an address resolution protocol; this finds an
open address by beginning at a default address and incrementing until it receives a NACK, Not
Acknowledge bit, indicating an open address. The SPA-1 Manager then requests the xTEDS, extensible
Transducer Electronic DataSheet, from the device, which is a generated name for the device that allows
the manager to understand what your device is, what it needs to function and how it should operate. The
last step in this process is the integration of the device into a round robin algorithm. This provides each
device has proper time to read and write to the manager, as well as ensures each device can
communicate iteratively and will not be overlooked.
The software generator follows CubeFlow standards meaning it requires three major steps. First,
the xTEDS must be developed in order to allow the device to self-describe to the CubeSat control
module. Secondly, an ASIM interface should be chosen and describe any data needed to be
communicated. Third, application software specific to the user, which operates the device, should be
inputted.
The software generation GUI requires permission, which was first applied for and granted from
Utah State University. Software development began with the xTEDS Developer. xTEDS allows the
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control module of the CubeSat to connect to any device and recognize its purpose, requirements and
proper handling instructions. This requires description of the device, or application, you are planning to
connect. The device must be given a name and a value, which is an automated name for the purpose of
the device and can be selected from the Common Data Dictionary. You are then given the option to
describe the device under attributes. Any data to be received from the device must be detailed. Each type
of data must be given a name or Message Id. You must also specify the data rate, named Message rate.
With your device fully described the xTEDS must be saved to the database under the name of the
device. This allows you to access it later when generating the operating software.
The ASIM Wizard is a second GUI that generates the needed software for your device to
communicate to the control and data handling module of the CubeSat. This begins by choosing the
Input/Output (I/O) device you will be using to communicate to your device. Possible choices include
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and Two-Wire Interface
(TWI) or Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C).
The device previously created and sent to the database can then be loaded. The code outlines
those places in which code specific to your device and its microcontroller should be inputted. Numerous
source and header files are outputted from this software generator and are separated into folders based
on their purpose. These files include tasks for the ASIM, drivers which are specified by the I/O ports,
and a task file for the sensor(s) you are using on the module.
The file modified specifically for this module to include tasks for the gyro sensor and serpentine
can be found in Appendix B. The overall operation of the circuit begins with the microcontroller
communicating to the CubeSat control module, identifying itself and locating an open address. Output
data from the gyro and serpentine is sent to the analog-to-digital converters on the microcontroller, who
send the information to the control and data handling module. The allotted data rate for this module was
24 bytes per minute, enough to send the data from the gyro and serpentine, as well as the necessary
formatting and framing for the message.
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4.2.5

Devices and Samples fabricated for Testing
Sample substrates of FDM materials were sent for testing and were approximately 1.5” x 1.5” x

.125” in size. The materials chosen for testing were ABS, ABS-M30, PC, PC-ABS and ULTEM and
are shown respectively from left to right in Figure 4.11. These samples were meant to determine the
performance of thermoplastic materials under outgas testing.

Figure 4.11: FDM substrate samples sent for testing [17].
Three passive circuits with a serpentine printed with Ercon 1660-136 on ULTEM were sent to
test the conductivity of the ink after being subjected to vacuum, shown in the leftmost picture of Figure
4.12. Along with the passive circuit, a test circuit was submitted to test the electrical integrity of the
circuit when under vacuum, shown in the rightmost Figure of 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Passive circuit (Left) and Test Circuit (Right) submitted for outgas testing [17].
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4.3

Testing Results
In order to prove the performance of AM fabricated devices outgas testing on the materials was

paramount. The following test results were presented in Gutierrez [17]. Twenty-five substrate samples,
five of each of the five thermoplastic materials previously mentioned, were sent for outgas testing. Two
of each of the five thermoplastic substrate samples, a total of ten, were subjected to

torr

pressure. Mass before and after testing of the materials was observed, results are shown respectively in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. However, the substrates had not been baked before testing. This was relevant when
the mass measured after outgas testing was higher than that measured before testing. In order to obtain
qualitative results from the outgas test results, the substrates were baked at 110°C for one hour, mass
measurements were again taken and are shown in Table 4.3. The percentage mass loss was then
calculated from the weight before testing (Table 4.1) and the weight after subjected to both vacuum and
one hour post-cure (Table 4.3). The results are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.1: Weight in grams before testing.

1
2
3
4
5

ABS
9.27
9.24
9.29
10.14
8.54

ABS-M30
9.27
9.55
10.05
9.60
9.58

PC
11.49
10.71
11.63
9.94
10.74

PC-ABS
11.15
10.99
9.71
8.72
8.58

ULTEM
11.66
11.54
12.47
10.44
11.12

Table 4.2: Weight in grams after subjected to vacuum.

1
2
3
4
5

ABS
9.28
9.31

ABS-M30
9.57
10.07

PC
11.51

PC-ABS
11.16
11.01

11.64

ULTEM

12.50
10.47

Table 4.3: Weight in grams after subjected to vacuum and post-cure 1hr @ 110° C.

1
2
3
4
5

ABS
9.26
9.29

ABS-M30
9.55
10.04

PC
11.48
11.62
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PC-ABS
11.13
10.98

ULTEM

12.45
10.43

Table 4.4: Percentage mass loss after subjected to vacuum.

1
2
3
4
5

ABS
0.10
0.05

ABS-M30

PC
0.08

0.082
0.05

PC-ABS
0.10
0.08

0.05

ULTEM

0.11
0.081

Qualitative results showed the thermoplastics exhibited less than 1.00% Total Mass Loss. This
was exceptional as 1.00% is the standard specified by NASA in the Standard Test Method for Total
Mass Loss and Collected Volatile Condensable Materials [44]. This standard is higher than that for
CubeSat; the successful performance of these materials served as an initial demonstration for the
possible use of these devices in space environments.
Both passive circuits and a test circuit were sent for outgas testing in order to observe the
performance of the device and ascertain the electrical integrity. Three passive circuits were sent; all were
fabricated on ULTEM substrates and Direct Printed with Ercon 1660-136. The measured resistance of
the passive circuits after vacuum was overall slightly less than that measured before testing, see Table
4.5. This loss in resistance is an excellent result as the conductivity of the ink when subjected to vacuum
increases, ensuring any electrical interconnects created with this material will perform effectively in
space.
Table 4.5: Resistance (Ω) before and after subjected to vacuum.

ULTEM 6
ULTEM 7
ULTEM 8

Before (Ω)
6.2
11.7
10

After (Ω)
5.9
11.4
9.8

The test circuit sent to prove electrical tolerance was fabricated through SL on Prototherm™
12120 and the interconnects were fashioned through Ercon 1660-136. The leftmost picture of Figure
4.13 shows the circuit before testing, while the rightmost picture shows the circuit after testing. There
was no detrimental damage to the circuit or substrate after testing. In fact, there was no noticeable
damage to the circuit, and when powered on after testing worked successfully.
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Figure 4.13: Test Circuit before testing (Left). Test Circuit after testing (Right) [17].
4.4

Final Device for CubeSat Module
The CubeSat module shown in Figure 4.14 was an initial version and did not incorporate the

final form factor. It was a SPA-1 ready device that functioned through an Atmel AT90USB1287 chip, an
external oscillator and I2C communication. The device provided for fully embedded components and a
serpentine line to test the performance of conductive ink in space. The circuit embedded within the
surface of this device is identical to that on the final device detailed in section 4.2.1 Circuit Design. This
version of the module section was also presented in Gutierrez [17].

Figure 4.14: CubeSat module sent for initial testing [17].
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The final form factor for the CubeSat module section was specified as shown in Figure 4.15. It is
about half the size of the original version; it contains all the same circuitry with the serpentine
positioned on the bottom side of the module. It also includes two cylindrical extrusions on opposite sides
for the module to connect to the entire CubeSat. These are standard mechanical interfaces for CubeSat
modules. There are two rectangular extrusions diagonally opposite from each other that are meant to
allow room for ribbon cable routing. Four semi-circle extrusions on one side of the module section are
meant to serve as mechanical/electrical connections to the COSMIAC/UNM section of the module. The
device was fabricated through FDM and the thermoplastic of choice was ULTEM. As the space
environment is rigorous the major reason for this choice was above all the strength of ULTEM. The
major change in fabrication from SL to FDM was the difference in detail resolution. FDM is much lower
resolution than SL which required the details, cavities and channels, be designed slightly larger than
before. It has already been shown that devices fabricated with ULTEM are successful for commercial
aerospace parts; however, its use with embedded electronics is yet to be seen. This is the ultimate goal
for the UTEP CubeSat Module.

Figure 4.15: Final device for CubeSat module section.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

Conclusions
Additive Manufacturing has definitely continued to grow in innovation especially surrounding

the integration of embedded circuits within AM fabricated substrates. The device fabricated for this
thesis shows the successful fabrication of an electronic circuit upon an AM fabricated device. Both the
device built through SL and that built through FDM were successfully fabricated with embedded
electronics. Each device contains a working ASIM and is SPA-1 ready to connect to the CubeSat.
From the initial testing results we are confident of the performance of these AM fabricated
devices in space applications. As AM fabricated parts using ULTEM are already in use by commercial
industry, these results provide for proof of concept for AM fabricated devices with integrated electronic
circuits. The outgassing results of the polymer and thermoplastics show the potential for these devices to
safely participate in space missions. The results from the passive circuits as well as the test circuit
provide for a qualitative examination of the successful performance of these devices in the space
environment.
5.1

Future Work
The module demonstrated in this thesis is to be fabricated and sent for final fit testing in May of

this year (2012). At that point further improvements may be called for in order to participate in the final
launch. The form factor seems to be finalized, however, the components used may change which may
change the purpose of the device and will definitely change the placement and routing of circuitry. The
device to be launched is expected to be fabricated through ULTEM; the expected result is a successful
integration of this device to a CubeSat both mechanically and electrically. The initial test results of the
AM fabricated circuits provide for a good understanding of their performance and are expected to
perform successfully. However, the structural and mechanical integrity of these devices has yet to be
tested. As the device will be fabricated using ULTEM the results are promising; however this is yet to
be seen. The launch is scheduled for fall of 2012, and is expected to prove the successful performance of
the AM fabricated module section created by the UTEP team.
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Further work into CubeSat devices includes a next generation 6U (6 Unit) Chassis, shown in
Figure 5.1. This chassis completely revolutionizes the CubeSat standard and would not only incorporate
six CubeSats but change the electrical and mechanical interfaces of the CubeSat. It is expected to
include solar panels on opposite sides of the chassis to provide for greater power constraints. This design
would call for complete reconstruction of each module and is meant to completely revolutionize
CubeSat fabrication by completely eliminating traditional fabrication techniques and creating these
structures through additive techniques alone. This will provide for full customization of each module
and extensive design control to the user.

Figure 5.1: 6U CubeSat Chassis under development.
Additive Manufacturing sits at the threshold of improvement as the process allows for so much
innovation. Such possibilities include the use of commercial materials and the search for possible
alterations to these materials in order to better perform in space environments. Alteration of properties
could include advantages such as the minimization of charge build-up along satellites. The charge buildup is counteracted on commercial satellites through the use of a metal chassis; for FDM devices these
properties can be incorporated into the device. Currently, research has already begun on the combination
of thermoplastics with metal materials. Work currently surrounds evaluating the bond strength between
thermoplastics and various metals, Nano carbon wire reinforcements and metal plating.
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Other materials research includes the use of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) for its low loss
tangent and potential for radiation shielding. With the advancement in additive manufacturing it has
become possible for the use of HDPE for this fabrication technique. The use of HDPE for embedded
electronics leads to the potential to completely embed circuitry within HDPE fabricated devices
providing for radiation shielding. This could prove paramount for small satellites, like the CubeSat.
The design of an entire CubeSat module has become the ultimate goal for UTEP and AM
fabricated small satellites. The ability to fabricate an entire satellite through one integrated process
would provide numerous benefits over a large span of industries including defense such as DARPA as
mentioned previously. This process would integrate an additive process, such as SL or FDM, DP and
pick-and-place technologies for component insertion. In this way, the entire design process could be
automated and provide for unit level customized, mission ready satellites.
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Appendix A – Circuit Schematic for UTEP CubeSat Module Section
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Appendix B – Code for UTEP CubeSat Module Section
/**************************************************************************************
* File:
sensor_task.c
*
* Author:
Jacob Christensen - jacob.h.christensen(at)aggiemail.usu.edu
*
* Date:
Oct 08, 2008
*
*
*
* This file contains all the functions needed to interface a sensor device with
*
* the Atmel-based ASIM. If you have any questions please contact the author.
*
**************************************************************************************/
/**********************************************************************************
* API for ADC
* Enable_adc() -Turn on the ADC
*
* Right_adjust_adc_result() -Right adjust the ADC result
* Left_adjust_adc_result() -Left adjust the ADC result
*
* Enable_adc_high_speed_mode() -- Enable the high spped mode in case ADC frequency is higher than 200KHz
* Disable_adc_high_speed_mode() --Disable the high spped mode in case ADC frequency is lower than 200KHz
*
* Enable_internal_vref() -Use internal voltage as reference
* Enable_external_vref() -Use external voltage as reference
* Enable_vcc_vref() -Use Vcc as reference
*
* Enable_all_it() -Enable global interrupts
* Disable_all_it() -Disable global interrupts
* Enable_adc_it() -Enable ADC interrupt
* Disable_adc_it() -Disable ADC interrupt
* Clear_adc_flag() -Clear ADC interrupt flag
*
* Set_prescaler(prescaler) -Set the ADC prescaler
*
* Clear_adc_mux() -Clear the ADC channel mux
* Select_adc_channel(channel) -Set the ADC channel mux
*
* Start_conv() -Start ADC conversion
* Start_conv_channel(channel) -Start ADC conversion on channel
* Start_amplified_conv() -Start amplified ADC conversion
* Stop_amplified_conv() -Stop amplified ADC conversion
* Start_amplified_conv_channel(channel) -- Start amplified ADC conversion on channel
*
* Start_conv_idle() -Start ADC conversion in noise reduction mode
* Start_conv_idle_channel(channel) -- Start ADC conversion in noise reduction mode on channel
* Clear_sleep_mode() -Stop ADC noise reduction mode
*
* Adc_get_8_bits_result() -Get 8 bit result
* Adc_get_10_bits_result() -Get 10 bit result
*
* Disable_adc() -Turn off ADC
*
* Is_adc_conv_finished() -Returns TRUE if ADC conversion is complete, otherwise FALSE
* Is_adc_conv_not_finished() -Returns FALSE if ADC conversion is complete, otherwise TRUE
**********************************************************************************/
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#include "sensor_task.h"
#include "../drivers/adc_drv.h"
const char xTEDS[] PROGMEM = "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"utf-8\" ?>\n<xTEDS
xmlns=\"http://www.interfacecontrol.com/SPA/xTEDS\" xmlns:xsi=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance\"\n
xsi:schemaLocation=\"http://www.interfacecontrol.com/SPA/xTEDS ../Schema/xTEDS02.xsd\" name=\"Gyro\"
version=\"1.0\">\n\t<Device name=\"Gyro\" kind=\"IMU\" />\n\t<Interface name=\"Gyro_page_0\" id=\"1\" >\n\t\t<Variable
name=\"x_low\" kind=\"angularVelocity\" format=\"FLOAT32\" />\n\t\t<Variable name=\"y_low\" kind=\"angularVelocity\"
format=\"FLOAT32\" />\n\t\t<Variable name=\"temp\" kind=\"temperature\" format=\"FLOAT32\"
/>\n\t\t<Notification>\n\t\t\t<DataMsg name=\"page1\" description=\"page1_variables\" id=\"1\" msgArrival=\"PERIODIC\"
msgRate=\"0.5\" >\n\t\t\t\t<VariableRef name=\"x_low\" />\n\t\t\t\t<VariableRef name=\"y_low\" />\n\t\t\t\t<VariableRef
name=\"temp\" />\n\t\t\t</DataMsg>\n\t\t</Notification>\n\t</Interface>\n\t<Interface name=\"Gyro_page_1\" id=\"2\"
>\n\t\t<Variable name=\"x_high\" kind=\"angularVelocity\" format=\"FLOAT32\" />\n\t\t<Variable name=\"y_high\"
kind=\"angularVelocity\" format=\"FLOAT32\" />\n\t\t<Variable name=\"serp\" kind=\"voltage\" format=\"FLOAT32\"
/>\n\t\t<Notification>\n\t\t\t<DataMsg name=\"page2\" description=\"page2_variables\" id=\"2\" msgArrival=\"PERIODIC\"
msgRate=\"0.5\" >\n\t\t\t\t<VariableRef name=\"x_high\" />\n\t\t\t\t<VariableRef name=\"y_high\" />\n\t\t\t\t<VariableRef
name=\"serp\" />\n\t\t\t</DataMsg>\n\t\t</Notification>\n\t</Interface>\n</xTEDS>\"";
volatile U8 page11SubscribeFlag = 0;
volatile U16 page11Timer = 0;
volatile FLOAT32 page11Rate = 2000; //Message Rate = (1000/Hertz)
volatile U8 page22SubscribeFlag = 0;
volatile U16 page22Timer = 0;
volatile FLOAT32 page22Rate = 2000; //Message Rate = (1000/Hertz)
/**************Start of Code Requiring User Completion*****************/
FLOAT32 Getx_low1(void)
{
FLOAT32 x_low = 0;
Clear_adc_mux(); //-- Clear the ADC channel mux
Select_adc_channel(1); //-- Set the ADC channel mux
Start_conv_channel(1); //-- Start ADC conversion on channel
while(!Is_adc_conv_finished());
x_low = Adc_get_10_bits_result();
return x_low;
}
FLOAT32 Gety_low1(void)
{
FLOAT32 y_low = 0;
Clear_adc_mux(); //-- Clear the ADC channel mux
Select_adc_channel(4); //-- Set the ADC channel mux
Start_conv_channel(4); //-- Start ADC conversion on channel
while(!Is_adc_conv_finished());
y_low = Adc_get_10_bits_result();
return y_low;
}
FLOAT32 Gettemp1(void)
{
FLOAT32 temp = 0;
Clear_adc_mux(); //-- Clear the ADC channel mux
Select_adc_channel(0); //-- Set the ADC channel mux
Start_conv_channel(0); //-- Start ADC conversion on channel
while(!Is_adc_conv_finished());
temp = Adc_get_10_bits_result();
return temp;
}
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FLOAT32 Getx_high2(void)
{
FLOAT32 x_high = 0;
Clear_adc_mux(); //-- Clear the ADC channel mux
Select_adc_channel(2); //-- Set the ADC channel mux
Start_conv_channel(2); //-- Start ADC conversion on channel
while(!Is_adc_conv_finished());
x_high = Adc_get_10_bits_result();
return x_high;
}
FLOAT32 Gety_high2(void)
{
FLOAT32 y_high = 0;
Clear_adc_mux(); //-- Clear the ADC channel mux
Select_adc_channel(3); //-- Set the ADC channel mux
Start_conv_channel(3); //-- Start ADC conversion on channel
while(!Is_adc_conv_finished());
y_high = Adc_get_10_bits_result();
return y_high;
}
FLOAT32 Getserp2(void)
{
FLOAT32 serp = 0;
DDRE=DDRE&0b01111111;
// Make port E, bit 7 an output
PORTE |= 0b10000000;
//Turn on PE7 to power serpentine
Clear_adc_mux(); //-- Clear the ADC channel mux
Select_adc_channel(5); //-- Set the ADC channel mux
Start_conv_channel(5); //-- Start ADC conversion on channel
while(!Is_adc_conv_finished());
serp = Adc_get_10_bits_result();
PORTE &= 0b01111111;
//Turn off PE7
Led2_toggle();
return serp;
}
/***************End of Code Requiring User Completion******************/
/*************************************************************************
* GetGuid() should return a 4 byte globally unique identifier used in I2C
* arbitration. This GUID should be unique on the SPA-1 bus.
**************************************************************************/
long GetGuid(void)
{
long guid;
guid = 2365361205;
return guid;
}
/*************************************************************************
* This function is executed at 1 ms interval, useful for timing counters *
**************************************************************************/
void timer_action()
{
page11Timer++; page22Timer++;
}
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/******************************************************************************
* sensor_task_init is called once by the scheduler to setup the sensor task, *
* Place any initializations that you need for the sensor task function here. *
******************************************************************************/
void sensor_task_init (void)
{
init_adc();
}
/**************************************************************************************
* sensor_task is regularly called by the scheduler. If there is something that
*
* your device needs to be done regularly, place it in this function and check
*
* the value of cpt_sof to know how many ms have passed.
*
* One thing that will be in this function will be periodic publication of sensor
*
* data.
*
**************************************************************************************/
void sensor_task (void) // regularly called by scheduler
{
if(page11SubscribeFlag == 1 && page11Timer >= page11Rate)
{
FLOAT32 x_low = Getx_low1();
FLOAT32 y_low = Gety_low1();
FLOAT32 temp = Gettemp1();
U16 length = 14;
U8 interfaceID = 1;
U8 messageID = 1;
char msg[17];
msg[0] = 'D';
memcpy(&msg[1], &length, 2);
memcpy(&msg[3], &interfaceID, 1);
memcpy(&msg[4], &messageID, 1);
memcpy(&msg[5], &x_low, 4);
memcpy(&msg[9], &y_low, 4);
memcpy(&msg[13], &temp, 4);
SlaveSendMessage(msg, length + 3);
page11Timer = 0;
}
if(page22SubscribeFlag == 1 && page22Timer >= page22Rate)
{
FLOAT32 x_high = Getx_high2();
FLOAT32 y_high = Gety_high2();
FLOAT32 serp = Getserp2();
U16 length = 14;
U8 interfaceID = 2;
U8 messageID = 2;
char msg[17];
msg[0] = 'D';
memcpy(&msg[1], &length, 2);
memcpy(&msg[3], &interfaceID, 1);
memcpy(&msg[4], &messageID, 1);
memcpy(&msg[5], &x_high, 4);
memcpy(&msg[9], &y_high, 4);
memcpy(&msg[13], &serp, 4);
SlaveSendMessage(msg, length + 3);
page22Timer = 0;
}
}
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/***************************************************************************************
* Implement the following functions as best fits your device. If there is no
*
* need for a function then it does not have to be implemented.
*
* The following functions have been defined and can be used:
*
* void SlaveSendMessage (char* msg, int size);
*
* void SendStatus (U8 status);
*
***************************************************************************************/
void SelfTest(void)
{
}
void Reset(void)
{
}
void Initialize(void)
{
SendStatus(0x10);
}
/****************************************************************************
* HandleDataRequest message:
*
*
/----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- \
*
| CMD | Length |
DATA
|
*
|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
*
| M (1 byte) | 6 (2 bytes) | interface ID (1 byte) | message ID (1 byte) |
*
\----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- /
****************************************************************************/
void HandleDataRequest(char* buf)
{
U8 interfaceID = 0;
U8 messageID = 0;
memcpy(&interfaceID, &buf[3], 1);
memcpy(&messageID, &buf[4], 1);
U16 value = (interfaceID << 8) + messageID;
if (buf[0] == 'M')
{
switch (value)
{
case 257:
page11SubscribeFlag = 1;
break; case 514:
page22SubscribeFlag = 1;
break;
default:
break;
}
}
else
{
int count = 0;
memcpy (&count, &buf[5], 4);
}
}
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/* CancelDataRequest message:
*
/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- \
*
| CMD | Length |
DATA
|
*
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
*
| C (1 byte) | 2 (2 bytes) | interface ID (1 byte) | message ID (1 byte)
|
*
\---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- /
*/
void CancelDataRequest(char* buf)
{
U8 interfaceID = 0;
U8 messageID = 0;
memcpy(&interfaceID, &buf[3], 1);
memcpy(&messageID, &buf[4], 1);
U16 value = (interfaceID << 8) + messageID;
switch (value)
{
case 257:
page11SubscribeFlag = 0; break;
case 514:
page22SubscribeFlag = 0; break;
default:
break;
}
}
void PowerOn(void)
{
}
void PowerDown(void)
{
}
/* Command message:
*
/------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
| CMD | Length |
DATA
*
|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
| V (1 byte) | n+2 (2 bytes) | interface ID (1 byte) | message ID (1 byte) | data (n byte(s))
*
\------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void HandleCommand(char* buf)
{
U8 interfaceID = 0;
U8 messageID = 0;
U16 length = 0;
U8 data[256];
memcpy(&length, &buf[1], 2);
memcpy(&interfaceID, &buf[3], 1);
memcpy(&messageID, &buf[4], 1);
memcpy(data, &buf[5], length - 2);
U16 value = (interfaceID << 8) + messageID;
switch (value)
{
default: break;
}
SendStatus(0x10);
}
void TimeAtTone(void)
{
}
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